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Ah\trrct
'Iernarv logic srnthcsis methods have reccntll been introduced to realize multi-input ternary logic lunctions using
crscades of ternart Permrrtative gatcs. Design of Ternar) Reversible Barrel Shifter is first proposed in this paper.
The proPosed design methodologl, is based on lirst realizing the circuit using'fernary Feynman gates and TernarJ'
]lodified Fredkin Gate (NIFC). Then *e have analt-zed the perlbrmance of the proposed circuit mathematicalh' to
define lower bounds lbr thc number oI the basic gatcs, garbagr outputs and ancilla bits.
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l I ntroduction

According to Landauer | ], binary logic ciicuits built using
traditional inevelsible gates lead cellainlv to energy
dissipation. I-andaucr and Bennett [1, 2] ptoved that losing
infonnation in a circuit causes losing power. The gate that
does not loose informalion and has a one-to-one mapping
between the input values and the olltput virlues is called
rcversible. A1 pl(]sent. Quantum corrputing is one of the
most emelging research fields u,hich is absolutely lerer sible
and may lead to zero power dissipation. Anrong dillerent
multiple valued quantum logics, temary quantunt logic is
the most prominent one. Muthukr-ishnan and Stloud [31
showed realization of d-valued (d > 2) quantunr gates usirlg
liquid ion-trap. Synthesis techniques of temary reversrble
quantum adder subtractor'. encoder and decoder. mLrltiplexer
and demLrltiplexer are proposed recently in [4-6].

In this paper. we propose reversible realization of a temarv
ballel shifter using macro-level tenary Feyrman and

Modified Fredkin Gates (MFG). Though. binary r.er,elsible
barrel shifter has bcen proposed recently [7]. blrt the terrary
reversible banel shiftel is fir'st ever proposed in this paper'.

Rest of the paper is organized as fo)lorvs: Section 2 provides
tlte necessary background study on telnary quantum loglc
with ternary reversible logic gates. Reversible binarv birnel
shifter-is plesented in Section 3. Design of Terrary Banel
Shiftel is ploposed in Section 4. Section 5 gives
pelfomrance evolr.rtion of the propounded circLrits using
different paranleters. Finally, Section 6 dran.s conclrrsion ol
the paper.

2. Ternary Logic and Ternary Gates

This section presents the necessary background and
preliminaries iD order to help the reader to comprehend the
newly proposed ar-chitectLne that will be prese ted in
Section 4.

2.1. 'l'ernarv Logic

A temary, three-valrLed or tfivalent logic or 3VL is a
generaljzation of multi-valued logic with three truth valLres

indicating true, false and neitirer tlue nor. false [10]. Jo
define a temary reversible circuit, let B = 10, I , 2), where B
is a three valued vector. A ternary logic circuit/with r? input
variables B,,.....,B", and, oLrtput variables, Q1,...,Q,,, is
denoted by / : B"-)8", rvnere (B,,...,B,,)e B" is the

input vector *a (Q,,...,a,) e B" is the output vecror. A

temaly logic circuit is revetstble if it lras one-to-one and
onto (bijection)mapping between inputs and oLrtpLrts 110].
'lelnary logic valrLes of0, l, and 2 ate represented by a set
of distinguishable different states of a qLrtrit (quantLrm
ternary digit), r.',hich can be a photon's polaizations or an
elenrentary particle's spins. Qutrit states are represented

UllO) , t) and ]2) t4l. Temary logic includes Temary

Galois Field (TCF) opcrations: addition and multiplicalion
and they are basically modulo 3 operations [] l].

2.2 Ancilla Bit and Garbage ()utput

An Ancilia bit 19] is an auxiliary input constarlt bit needed
in tire circuit other than tlte lunction input bits. On the other
hand, Carbage Outputs are the bits of a Reversible Gate (oI
Reversible Circuit) that are not Llsed as output or input to
any othel gate (or circuit). Carbage Outputs are required
only to remain the one-to-one inapping between inplLt and
outpLrt vector. Both the terminologies play very importanl
role in Reversible Syrthesis as they are considered as two
plrme parameteF ol rever'.ible cr r curt mtninti/l inl,

2.3 Ternary Feynman Gate

A 2*2 tenary Fe)mman gate is shown in Fig. l. Here A is
the conholling input and B is the controlled input. The
output P is equal to the input A and the output Q is CF3 sum
ol A and B. If B = 0, then Q : A, then the ternary Felarman
gate acts as a copying gate flil. Calois Field 3 (CF3)
consists of the set of elements T: 10, l, 2) and two basic
binary operations addition and mulliplication. Readers
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should note that CF3 operations ale rlothing but modulo l
operations [4].

2.4 Modilied l-redkin Gate (N{FG)

Fredkin Gate (FC) is the fundamental concept in reversible
and quantum conlputir]g [12]. Fredkin gale is a binaly gate.

and MVL counterpart of this gate was introduced in []ll.
which is called by Modified Ftedkin Cate (N4FC). \{ulti
value logic (MVL) is defined as a non-binaly logic and

involves the switching between nore dran 2 states. We wjll
assume that multi-vahre logic devices will be limited to 2

inputs/single olLtput frnrctions. A temary or' 3 value logic
lunction is one that has two inputs rvhich can assurne thlee
states (say 0. I and 2) a d generates one output sigrlitl that
can havc one of these three states il5l. Fig. 2 sho\'s the
block diagrarr of Modificd Fredkin Catc (VFCI).

'1 P=t

B {f o=r+s

Fig, t. Modified Fredkin Calc I ll
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lan-outs. According to this design. reversrbtl l. I :i-:.
shiffer [9] requires 6 Frcdkin gates and Feyrmar C:l:: :-'
nost importaitly, the design works only \\ith binlr, :'::---.
(shou'n in Fig. 3).

Or Oo Os O,

[-i9.3: Existlns reversible (4.2) barrcl shilicr l9]

4. Ternary Reversible Barrel Shilter: The Proposed
Architecture

In ordcr to develop the proposed design. we have closcly
exanrincd the ar-chitecture and work florv of the existing
binary one [7]. A tladitional banel shilter with k-bit shift
value uses -?r copies ol each input data. We are considering
an examplc of a Temary (4, 2) Reversible Barrel Shifter to
comprehend the idea cleally. Ihe proposed circuit contains
I:eynman gates in order to produce 2i copies of each input
data to act as inpLrts lol the next level. as shown in Fig. 4.
\Ve have used constant 0 and I for left shift and right shift,
respectively.

The next stage consists of two stages of MFCS for shilfing
opelation. Fi$t stage of temary barrcl shjfter with MFGs js

.lr.,un rn lrg. ). femarv \4fL r. a lnur rnprrr gaterlry 2r.
The constant select inpul acts as input l. the two inpLrls

lronr the upper layet act as B and C. Norv the last input D is
plovided by constant jnput 0 and l'or this purpose we need

lbur more Fe)flnran gates. The o tputs fi-om tlre fir-st level
are propagated to thc next stage. In thc second stage, we use

fbur MFCs (Fig.6) to produce tlre desired shifted result.
'fhe outputs tiorn the upper stage ar-e connected to a layer-of
four MFGs to get a unique data outprLl pin. regardless of
shifirng direction leftiright (Fjg.7). We plovided constant
inputs to the final level of MIrGs. For dght shift conslanl (0,
l) combination is used as the filst two inputs, fbr left shift it
ls otherwise. So, the flnal arld complete architecture of
temary reversible (4, 2) barrcl shifter with four bits as data
value and 2 bit shift value is depicted in Frg. 8. Next we

shorv a gencral strlrcture of (n, *) ternary ban-el shifter in
Fig.9.

R=Cil A<Bclsclt=l)

S=DilA<BelseS=C

Fig. 2: 2*2 ternaD, Feynnran gate I I ll

2.5 Barrel Shilter

A barrel shifter is a combinational logic circuit. which
receivcs an n-bit input data, k-bi1, shift valLre and will
produce an /r-bit shifted result, ((r, ,4) banel shifter). Banel
shifters can perforn multi-bit shifts in a single cycle [7].
There ale two architectrLral layoLrts for shiiiers a[ay
shifters and Jogarithmic shifters [14]. A Iogadthrnic shifter

with n-bit data value is divided into 1og, lz stages. Each bit

of the shift vallre is sent to a different stage of the shifter.
Each stage handles a single, polver-of-two shift. The input
data will be shifted or not shifted by each ofthe stages 1141.

3. Binary Reversible Barrel Shiller

ln this sectioir we discnss abo[t tl]e reversible desigl of a

binary ban.el shifter 17. 91, as the design in [9] is the most
rcccnt onc, rvc rvill show the diagtam of that design.
Feynman and Fredkin gates are rLsed in or-der to produce
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n

o, o,
Fig. 8: Ternary Reversible (4,2) Barrel Shifter

5. Performance Evaluation

In this paper, we have deduced several equations to
anticipate the lower bounds of the basic gates, garbage bits
and ancilla bits [9] for estimating the performance of the
proposed circuit. lnductive proofs of these equations are
given below.
Theorem 5.1: A TentatV Reversible (n, k) Barrel Shifter can

be realizetl \rith ot leas! n.r(Z' -t - ll-,,fr^'fn,^

where n is d.ata value a dkis shift auount. 
i=l

Proof: Theoretically, each bit of the operand should be
copied 2^ times for their future usage. but can avoid single
gate, as we can use both outputs of the last column of
Fe).nman Cates. This copy is required for every z bit, and
hence. total number ol FeJmman gates required to copy n

birs isnx(2{ 1). ForgeneraringConstantinpur0.(which
can be avoided using individual 0's), we required more

n x(/<-1) neynman Gates. As a result, total number of
Fe)4rman gates required in the proposed design is:

nx\2^ - l)tr' (i l). For performing shifting operarions.

we require & levels of MFGs. For each i'' level (1 < i < k),
we require z x 2t-t MFCs. So, total number ofMFGs for a
ternary (n, ,t) barrel shjfter to perfom bit shifting operations

;sn xl2k-i . Finally, to get the outpur of the shifter
i=l

from a unique pin, we require n more MFGs. As a result,
total number of MFGs required in,the proposed design is:

k

nxrzt-i+n
l=l

Hence, the total rumber of gates to build the proposed
circuit is:

k

= n ,\2r +k -t)+n, Z2k-'
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Flg. 9: Temary Reversible (n, k) Barrel Shifter
Example 5'1: consider a (4, 2) rema'y barrel shifter. In this Proof: In a temary reversible (2, /r) banel shifter, we have /rcase, the number of Fey'--' Gates is levels of MFGs. For *.r,,r,"".16 ii a @:ii,;;;r r(z* -r)- +" (z' -t)= l?. Fw gereratirrg consant ,1i)'ra,r,7*t garbage birs. For id tever. where i=r,input 0. we require z"(*-l)= 4x(Z-11 -4 

-\-,.-
Felarman cates which sums * ; #;)| ;";; *e haue (z + l)garbase outputs. Finallv' for the last level

cates to I 6. For performing 
"rtin-g 

q.",i"", *" i.qrlr; of MFGs. which is used for getting a unique output pin, we
g-" r ., ,.1 have(z + 2)number of garbage bits. Therefore, the total

nx L2"'=4"P'-'*2'-'l-- 12 MFGs and to get number ofgarbage bits producid bya (n, l) banet shifter is:,-t
the output from a unique pin, we fi.ndr require 4 more +^ =,[fLrZra,,,)l+(t_f)+(n+t )+(n+Z)MFGs. So, in total. we need 16 IvlFGs Gfg. t). -tJu 

L i=r l
Theorem 5.2: Let Tss be the totot nu$er of garbage
outpu8 produced by a Ternary Rewsibte (n, k) Bariel

l-r-r I
Shtrter, then Too = nlZ3"Zr+*rl l+\n+l)+k. *hereL;I
n is clata value and k is shift amouat.

= ,[i, " 
,o-," ',1* k +2n+2

L i=r I

I t-r I

= nl ) :><2'-(,+,) l+ 2(n +t)+ k
L i=r I

_-----=-
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Exahple 5.2: Consider a (4' 2) temary banel shifter with

two shift levels. The first level (i=i ) makes

i{l.z^ r'-'r) 
+ t ={:" 2:rr'rr ) + l =1 3 garbase bits Similarlv'

fol r'l tevel, where i- 2. we haue (n - l) 5 garbage bis'

Finally, the last level produces (n + 2) = 6 garbage bits So

the total numbfl of garbage bits for this circuit is equal to

2a(Fig.8),

According to the derived formula, garbage outnuts. o.f.1

i"-u* ,.'t.ttiUt. banel shifter for different data and shift

urlu", are tabulated in Table' l. Fig l0 extensively shows

til growth of garbage outputs with the increase ofr and &'

Table 1: GO ofTernary (,t' k) Barrel Shifter

n=E n=16 n=32 n=64

k=2 24 44 84 164 324

k=3 93 l8l 35'l '7 09

3',7 4 '742 1418

k=5 1511 3015

kd 6088

Tania Ferdous ad Ab

n=4 n=8 n=l6 n=32 n=64

k:2 22 82 162 322

k=3 90 178 354 106

k=4 370 '732 14'74

k=5 1506 3010

kd 6082

The number of ancilla bits [9] for a rErsSlc rl ts' O

barrel shifter. is defined ur,1*nt2t -r+2- b
2

example, the number of ancilla bits for a (4' 2) bod *
is: 1t4" 22 - 4 + 2 = 22.Using the derived f!nd't

2
numbers of ancilla bits for temary reversible barrel strd
different data and shift values are tabularized in TlHc' a
Fig. I I shows the $owth of ancilla bits with the inca€asc d
r -and l. The values of these matrices are very clos€ atd

hence very little difference can be found between these two

figures.

Table 2: Ancilla Bits ofTernary (rr, ,r) Barrel Shifter

6C00

40cc

?g0c

1C00

g

r k:2

r k=3

Ir k:4

: k=5

r k=6

n:4 n=8 n=15 n=37 n=64

Fig. 10: Garbage outputs for different n and & values
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5 CtC

I030

1CC 0
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n:4 n=8 lr=16 n=',2 n=!54

Fig. I l: Crou rh of {ncilla Birs lor Different n and I r alues

6. Conclusion

This paper introduces a nex architecture: Temary
Reversible Barrel Shifter, along wrth lts design
methodology. Proposed design uses rhe macro-level Ternary
Feynman and Modifred Fredkin Gates. u'hich are widely
used Temary gates in literature. Generalrzed (n, l) design,
where r is data value and i is shrfi amount, ls shown with a
step by step design of a (4, 2) Temary Banel Shifter.
Finally, we have evaluated the proposed circuit rn terms of
various n and i values. Future research includes equivalent
realization ofthe propounded circuit usrng M-S gates.
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